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2016 Non-Tax Case Law Update 

I. MINNESOTA

A. Published

1. 524.3-813/ 3-1102; Personal Representative may settle third 
party claims for estate without being subject to 524.3-1102. In re the Matter of 
the Estate of: Brian K. Johnson, Decedent, A15-1383 Filed April 25, 2016, ___ N.W.2d 
___ (Minn. App. 2016). Decedent died owning stock that was devised in will but also 
subject to buy-sell agreements. Part of the agreement was initiated while decedent 
was still living. After his death the company fired the employee who was buying the 
stock. Litigation ensued. The personal representative eventually determined that a 
proposed settlement was in the best interests of the estate. Estate interested parties 
objected. On appeal is whether the personal representative could settle the claim 
under Minn. Stat. § 524.3-813 or whether 524.3-1102 was invoked requiring the 
consent of all beneficiaries. The beneficiaries point to the language of 3-1102 that 
mentions “…the rights or interests in the estate of the decedent” as requiring their 
consent to the litigation settlement. But the court disagreed. The court found that 
the policy behind 3-813 and 3-701 to 721 provided for the orderly administration of 
the estate. If the beneficiaries were allowed to consent or reject every part of estate 
administration under that clause in 1102 then the estate would be wasted with 
costs, fees and objections. The court found that the PR does have authority to settle 
estate claims without invoking 3-1102, and if they ruled 3-1102 did apply then that 
would overturn In re Estate of Dahle, 384 N.W.2d 556 (Minn.App. 1986) (which also 
authorized compromise of claims without beneficiary consent) which the court was 
not willing to do. 

2. “But for causation” does not require expert disclosures in a legal 
malpractice POA case. Estate of Nyquist v. Kimball et al, A14-0429 (Minnesota 
Supreme Court) August 31, 2015. This case, although important, is limited by the 
facts. A paralegal created a POA that named the firm client as AIF. The paralegal 
notarized the POA and the principal was billed for the work. The AIF put himself on 
bank accounts as JT owner and transferred funds to the accounts. Principal dies and 
the AIF gets the money. The estate sued, among other parties, the law firm and 
lawyer where the POA was made. There are 4 elements to legal malpractice, (1) 
attorney-client relationship, (2) acts constituting negligence, (3) proximate 
causation, and (4) but for causation. In a malpractice action, 2 affidavits are 
required, the first is an expert review affidavit served with the pleadings. The 
second affidavit must be served within 180 days of commencement of discovery and 
disclose the expert’s testimony as laid out by statute. MS 544.42 subd 2(2), 6(c). If 
the second affidavit fails a safe harbor exists if the second affidavit provides “some 
meaningful information, beyond conclusory statements.” One big issue was whether 
expert testimony was needed to establish the “but-for” element. In this case, the 
court thought a jury can determine the but for element of malpractice without an 
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expert. The court went on to find that the expert witness disclosure was too 
conclusory and weak to establish proximate cause so the case failed. 

3. 2-502 and 2-507; Edits to a photocopy of a will does not revoke a 
will. In re Estate of Sullivan, 868 N.W.2d 750 (MN Ct. App. 2015).  Testator had a 
valid 2006 will that was filed with the court. She later performed revocatory acts on 
a photocopy of that will that seemed to indicate she did want the 2006 will revoked 
which included signing the photocopy changes. The testator later tried to execute a 
will in 2010 that lacked testamentary formalities. With regard to the revocation, 2-
507 requires a revocatory act upon the will, not a photocopy. The acts of revocation 
were not on the actual will and therefore were invalid. The effort to make a will in 
2010 was also invalid because it did not follow testamentary formalities required 
under 2-502. The 2006 will is the only will to probate and is unrevoked. 

B. Unpublished

1. Deed not delivered held invalid. In the Matter of the Estate of: 
Orville C. Jacobson, Deceased, A15-0316, Filed April 25, 2016. A deed was signed in 
1993 to give son, father, mother and grandfather each a 1/4th interest in real estate. 
The deed was not filed due to unpaid taxes. The deed was also not effectively 
delivered. On July 1, 2014, a petition was filed to try to enforce the deed. Several of 
the family witnesses proved to be not credible to the court and the court found that 
the deed was not delivered and that it was not signed with the intent to transfer 
ownership. The petition was denied. 

2. Extrinsic evidence was sufficient and unambiguous to allow will 
provision to work and convey title to land. In re the Estate of: Edward D. Kane, 
Decedent, A15-1033, Filed April 25, 2016. Father’s 1989 will devised a life estate in 
his real estate to his wife and remainder to just his daughter and excluded his 2 
sons. The will referenced the property”…described in the attached exhibit ‘A’” but 
when the will was probated exhibit A could not be found. However, the decedent 
only owned one large 115 acre parcel of real estate. The now retired drafting lawyer 
testified he remembered meeting with the testator and his testimony supported the 
will. There was no material evidence against the interpretation of the will except for 
the fact the attachment was missing. The district court denied the gift of real 
property. The court of appeals reversed noting the extrinsic evidence was clear and 
unambiguous and sufficient to clarify the ambiguity in the will and the gift need not 
fail. 

3. 518.58 Subd 1(a); Spouse could change beneficiary designation 
on life insurance during divorce. Nelson v. Nelson, 866 N.W.2d 901 (Minn. 2015). 
Husband changed the beneficiary of his life insurance to his sister and parents after 
already talking to a lawyer about divorcing his wife. But he died before the divorce 
was complete. After he died the divorce proceedings were dismissed. Under Minn. 
Stat. § 518.58 Subd. 1(a), prohibits the transfer of marital assets during a marriage 
dissolution or “in contemplation of commencing” marital dissolution. The district 
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court dismissed wife’s claims holding that the insurance was not a marital asset but 
the court of appeals dismissed wife’s case because the divorce proceedings were 
dismissed and the statute only applies during a proceeding so the statute can’t be 
used to correct the change in beneficiary designation. 

4. Rule 60.02(a), (f) reviewed in a trust matter. In re: The Frank John 
Rodriguez Sr. Trust, A15-1353; Filed March 28, 2016. The trustee sought relief to sell 
trust real estate and a beneficiary objected. The beneficiary did not attend the 
hearing and his claims were dismissed with prejudice and attorney fees and costs 
were awarded.  The beneficiary moved to vacate the judgment under Civ. Proc. R. 
60.02. The beneficiary was granted limited discovery but failed to find evidence to 
establish that he has a reasonable claim on the merits. On appeal the court reviewed 
the law to vacate a judgment under 60.02 and in particular the need to state a claim 
on the merits as opposed to mere allegations. 

5. Creditor had standing to challenge the disclaimer filed by heir; 
elements of res judicata analyzed. In re the Estate of Bernice R. Murray, Deceased, 
A15-1061 March 7, 2016. The appellant had guaranteed a loan that was acquired by 
an heir to an estate. After the loan was called the guarantor paid the loan. The 
guarantor then had the bank assign the note to him and sought judgment against the 
heir which he acquired. The heir then disclaimed his share of the estate to avoid 
paying the debt. The guarantor then tried to have the disclaimer voided arguing 
insolvency made the disclaimer void among other reasons. The children of heir 
argued that guarantor did not have standing. The court reviewed the probate code 
and found that under Minn. Stat. § 524.1-201(32), 524.3-105 the guarantor is an 
interested party. But even though he was an interested party who could bring suit, 
he lost in that the court’s ruling allowing the disclaimer was allowed to stand. The 
court, analyzing the arguments related to whether certain provisions in the contract 
were res judicata in the probate proceeding, found that res judicata did not apply to 
prevent the disclaimer. The court went over the elements of res judicata and applied 
them to the facts. The 4 elements of res judicata did not apply. While the fact issues 
and contract claims are interesting the point is that the uniform disclaimer act does 
not specifically state who has standing in disclaimer matters and the probate code 
allows the creditor to have standing in certain circumstances. 

6. POA Issue whether an AIF has a duty to preserve the 
testamentary estate plan even if other actions would be in Principal’s best 
interests is sent to trial. Estate of Howard G. Boyd, A15-1132 Ct. App. February 29, 
2016. Mother devised house to son. Mother re-married and gave new husband 
power of attorney. After consultation with an attorney, husband transferred wife’s 
house into his name to allow wife to qualify for medical assistance. Husband then 
devised his estate, including the house, to his church. One of the estate planning 
attorneys for the husband and wife testified during deposition that he thought an 
AIF had a duty to carry-out the principal’s estate plan. While the son admitted that it 
was in his mother’s best interests to get on medical assistance, the issue whether the 
use of the POA to change the estate plan violated a fiduciary duty was a question of 
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fact that should not be resolved on summary judgment. The case was reversed to 
eliminate the summary judgment decision and remanded to allow the complaint to 
be amended to include the breach of fiduciary duty claim and to allow the claim to 
be heard. 

7. Appeal by frivolous litigant under Minn. R. Gen. Pract. 9.06 
dismissed. Anderson et al v. Carlson et al., A15-1443, Ct. App. February 29, 2016. 
This case is one of at least 5 cases initiated by the Appellant, Craig Anderson, that 
have been dismissed. They tend to all relate to real property that at one time was 
owned by Anderson’s parents. Appellant sought to litigate issues once again but this 
time in a representative capacity as the “personal representative of decedent and 
testator, Dr. Leslie R. Anderson, on behalf of plaintiff, Estate of Leslie R. Anderson, 
pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 524.3-703(c)”. The court of appeals noted that an appellant 
may represent themselves in court, but they may not represent others if they are not 
a lawyer. The court noted that a personal representative may only act pro se where 
his personal rights as personal representative are concerned (such as when 
accounts are challenged or the actions of the PR are challenged), but the personal 
representative may not initiate litigation in its capacity as personal representative 
pro se. See In re Conservatorship of Riebel, 625 N.W.2d 480, 481 (Minn. 2001); In re 
Otterness, 232 N.W. 318 (Minn. 1930). The appeal was dismissed as he was pro se. 

8. After attorneys denied fees due to lack of attorney-client 
relationship, trust could not sue attorneys for being wrongfully thrust into 
litigation. The Janine M. Hurt Trust, A14-1600, April 13, 2015. Mother created a 
trust. Later, mother moved in with one of the sons in another state and trust was 
amended, and assets were taken. Attorneys for out-of-state son sought payment of 
fees from the trust and that was denied. The trust then tried to sue son’s attorneys 
for being wrongfully thrust into litigation but the claim was denied by collateral 
estoppel as it was already established that the lawyers were not in an attorney-
client relationship with the trust therefore the trust claims that the lawyers 
represented the trust could not be asserted.  

9. Will provisions found to be ambiguous, not appropriate for SJ 
and remanded for further proceedings. In re Estate of Deborah Ann Poire, 
A1401617, August 3, 2015.  In this case the will, which started as a holographic will 
but amended by codicil, provided that: “Mike shall own ½ and be entitled to farm 
the entire portion willed & distributed from my estate until he shall choose to stop 
renting it out, and/or working it himself. At that time he may sell his portion – the 
other portion may then be developed as a game preserve by the department of 
natural resources. If the department of Natural Resources declines to use this 
property…the property then shall be completely & totally be the sole ownership of 
Mike ___ & Diocese of Winona…” The Department of Natural resources disclaimed its 
interest. Mike and the Diocese disagreed as to the meaning of this provision. The 
district court ruled the will was not ambiguous and wrote its construction. The 
court of appeals disagreed and remanded to interpret the will because the language 
was subject to more than one interpretation. 
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10. Trustee acted improperly by paying his attorney fees for 
conservatorship proceeding out of a trust and ordered to pay fees back MS 
501B.16(19)– Trustee is properly removed under MS 501B.16(9). In re the 
Trust Agreement of D. Robert Sykes, A14-2076, August 10, 2015.  Father created the 
revocable trust naming son successor. The son petitioned for conservatorship of his 
father. In settlement of attorney fees claims for the conservatorship, the parties 
agreed to accept a reduced attorney fee from the conservatorship. But the son then 
loaned himself money from the trust, as successor trustee, to pay $35,000 more in 
attorney fees. The court found the note improper and ordered son to pay the fees 
back (MS 501B.16(19)) and removed him as trustee. The district court properly 
applied the removal statute and the equitable remedies statute to remove trustee 
and award damages. 

11. Standard for paying attorney fees in trust law reviewed- 
collateral estoppel/res judicata reviewed. In the Matter of the Trust Agreement of 
Eugene L. Johnson u/t/a dated December 22, 2008. A14-2110, August 10, 2015.  
Husband and wife of 58 years were working on their estate plan. Part of the plan 
included revocable trusts and deeding property to the trusts. Two quit claim deeds 
were prepared but not delivered. Three of 4 trustees joined in deeds to re-title 
property. The fourth trustee sought relief and instruction from the court. After the 
smoke cleared, the fourth trustee sought payment of its attorney fees. Reviewing In 
re Atwoods Trust 35 N.W.2d 736 (1949), there are 2 standards, one for trustees and 
one for non-trustee beneficiaries. For a Trustee, “It is well established that when 
trustees are in reasonable doubt as to their official duties or powers, they entitled to 
instructions of the court….Costs and reasonable counsel fees may be allowed to the 
trustees where instructions have been properly sought.” This was reduced to (1) 
whether the petition was brought because there was reasonable doubt as to his 
trustee duties, (2) whether the petition was in good faith, and (3) whether the 
petition was for the protection or benefit of the trust. The court found in the 
affirmative. For non-trustee beneficiaries, “It is also recognized that costs and 
attorneys’ fees may be allowed out of the trust estate to any necessary party who is 
acting primarily for the benefit of the estate in securing clarification of ambiguous 
trust-instrument language where reasonable doubt as to its meaning exists.” But the 
other trustees argued that since the fee petition came after the primary dispute (and 
apparently the fees could have been addressed there but were not ruled on by the 
court? ) that the fee petition was barred by res judicata (claim preclusion) or 
collateral estoppel (issue preclusion) and for failing to file Rule 119 pleadings. The 
district court found, and the court of appeals agreed, that the claims were not barred 
and are separate from the petition for relief for instruction. 

12. Could not probate will based upon mere conversations with 
decedent- MS 524.3-402, 3-406, 3-407. In re the Supervised Estate of Timothy D. 
Kehr, A14-2036, September 8, 2015. In this case the decedent and his neighbors 
were apparently close. The decedent on several occasions stated to neighbor that 
they would not need to worry about money and that they would be in his will and 
that decedent was also leaving significant funds to his church. However, during a 
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deposition shortly before he died, apparently in a lawsuit between the decedent and 
neighbors, the decedent declared that he did not have a will. After decedent died the 
neighbors brought proceedings to try to locate and establish the terms of the 
decedent’s will. The district court eventually dismissed the proceedings because 
there was no evidence of any document ever existing or even drafted and there is 
simply nothing to probate. The court of appeals affirmed. 

13. Nominated party not appointed PR, interested party may appoint 
MS 524.3-204; notice is required before a trustee can be removed, MS 
501B.18. In re Estate of Mary Ann Nething, Deceased, A15-0546 September 14, 2015. 
After testator’s death, daughter sought to have a person nominated by her to serve 
as personal representative. However, that daughter was under investigation for 
financial exploitation of her mother and her relationship with the family is 
acrimonious. The person nominated by daughter had 4 children, worked and was 
not sophisticated to handle the job. Another daughter objected to her sister’s 
appointment and nominated an independent to serve. An independent was also 
requested to take over as trustee of the trust. But the notice of changing trustees 
was only 5 days before the hearing and notice was not provided per MS 501B.18. 
The court reviewed MS 524.3-203 and found the daughter under investigation was 
not appropriate nor was her nominated alternate. The other daughter was a proper 
person to name and alternate and the independent PR was appointed. However, 
with regard to the trusteeship, proper notice must be given before the trustee could 
be removed. 

14. A secured creditor falls into the priority claims statute under MS 
524.3-805 if the secured creditor files a claim with the court. In the Matter of the 
Estate of: John Stanley LaSha, Deceased, A15-0106 September 28, 2015. The 
decedent was losing property to foreclosure due to unpaid taxes and related costs. 
The Respondent, Kenneth Welton, loaned the decedent money and took a mortgage 
on the property. The decedent also deeded part of the property to Welton in 
exchange for Welton paying ongoing costs of ownership. After the decedent died 
Welton filed a claim against the estate and the estate denied the claim. Most of the 
estate’s claims were denied (the claims that the mortgage was ambiguous and the 
notes were not valid and that the deed was not valid were all denied). But the court 
took up the claims statute. Normally, secured claims do not need to be filed in a 
probate matter at all. See 524.3-814; Somsen v. Estates of Olsen, 790 N.W.2d 194, 
196 (Minn.App. 2010). But if a claim is filed in probate when it is secured then it 
becomes subject to, and is governed by, MS 524.3-805. Therefore, the award of the 
claim must be made under the statute and not as if it is a secured claim. 

15. The award of a family allowance in probate is not reduced if the 
recipient subsequently receives other property. MS 524.2-404. In re the Estate 
of Michael Peter Hanowski, Deceased, A15-0340, September 28, 2015.  The decedent 
was married and had life insurance, a wife and 3 kids. He divorced the first wife and 
subsequently married a second wife. The divorce decree require retaining insurance 
to provide for obligations under the decree. After the decedent died the insurance 
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went into litigation. The distribution of the insurance was eventually settled. During 
the estate administration, the first wife was paid family allowance payments under 
MS 524.2-404 in the amount of $9,600. The second wife argued that since the first 
wife received part of the insurance settlement then she should have to repay the 
family allowance payments received. The district court ordered re-payment and the 
court of appeals reversed. The court of appeals found that the support payments 
under MS 524.2-404 were to provide for this very type of situation. It is to support 
the family during the administration of the estate and is not based upon what they 
actually get from the estate. The allowance is a support provision that UNDER 
THESE FACTS, does not need to be set-off by ultimate inheritance from the estate. 

16. A CO-OP is deemed homestead under MS 524.2-402 and Personal 
Property under 524.2-403 is subject to creditor claims under 524.3-805. In the 
Matter of the Estate of: Rosalie S. Allard, Decedent, A15-0296, December 21, 2015. 
This estate has an unfortunate long and tortured history that is reviewed by the 
decision and serves as an example of a probate none of us wants. But to make 
matters worse, the decision creates issues going forward. First, the decedent lived in 
a co-op apartment complex. The brochure for the co-op expressly identifies the co-
op as “personal property”. While by statute, co-ops can be personal or real property, 
it seems these are personal property in the eyes of the cooperative. Unfortunately, 
the probate court and court of appeals found that the co-op was a homestead under 
the probate code. MS 524.2-402 does not define homestead. The probate court 
looked to tax law, and the court of appeals referred to case law that identifies 
debtor/creditor law (Estate of Bonde, 694 N.W.2d 74 (Minn.App. 2005)) to 
determine that the co-op where decedent lived was a homestead. Unfortunately, 
when the homestead was sold the co-op took $29,829.80 in fees and costs leaving 
only $6,080.20 for the estate. Those fees and costs should not have been taken as 
they were not valid charges on the property at the time of death.  But making 
matters worse, the court of appeals held that the property reading of MS 524.2-403 
and 524.3-805 is that exempt personal property is actually subject to the payment of 
estate administration fees and expenses. The many other issues raised by appellant 
(various breaches of fiduciary duty, bad faith etc.) were denied as without merit. 
The good news is that this case is unpublished, the bad news is that it is out there 
and must be considered. 

17. Brother was properly denied appointment as guardian for his 
brother, MS 524.5-309. In re Guardianship of Charles Rotelo, Ward, A15-0120, 
December 7, 2015. A guardianship was sought for a ward. The brother wanted to be 
the guardian. The court appointed a separate party over the brother applying MS 
524.5-309 which established priority for appointment. The court found that the 
brother did not appreciate the facts and circumstances necessary to serve as a good 
guardian. 

18. An order approving distribution must be appealed under MS 
525.71, 712 and not at the end of administration of the estate; tax 
apportionment clause upheld. In the Matter of the Estate of: Mitzi M. Olson, 
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Decedent. A15-0539, December 7, 2015. The decedent dies leaving behind a 
substantial estate. The estate made several devises including some into CRUTs that 
went to charities one of whom is Hillsdale College. The personal representatives 
filed an interim account and request for partial distribution. The court approved the 
petition by Orders dated December 28, 2012 and July 16, 2013. The terms of the will 
acknowledge that the will could be designed in a manner that increases the 
charitable deduction but that the will is not intended to be construed to increase the 
charitable deduction and that taxes should be allocated as provided for in the will. 
Hillsdale filed a petition on March 17, 2014 to construe the will to increase the 
deductions in their favor. The district court did not apply the no contest clause to 
Hillsdale, it did not apply the statute of limitations to appeal, but denied Hillsdale’s 
other requests for relief. The court of appeals held that the petition for partial 
distribution had to appealed within 6 months of filing the appealable order, MS 
525.71, 712. The court found that although orders for partial distribution do not 
specifically address tax apportionment clauses, the reserve for taxes and 
apportionment are part of the proceedings and Hillsdale was aware of the hearing. 
The court of appeals found Hillsdale’s arguments disingenuous when it said it 
merely sought an interpretation of the document when the petition actually 
challenged the distributions where the interpretation goes directly to the amount of 
distributions owed. So it seems orders for partial distribution must be timely 
appealed and should not be viewed as interlocutory. Even though the issue could 
end there, the court went on to examine the interpretation issue and found 
Hillsdale’s interpretation of the document to be strained and that the document was 
not ambiguous and found in favor of the personal representatives. 

19. Conservator fees and costs incurred after death are improper, MS 
524.5-502/ 431. In re: Guardianship and Conservatorship of Adeline E. Chapman, 
A15-0284, November 9, 2015. In this case the daughter was conservator for her 
mother and did not understand that after her mother dies her powers as 
conservator terminated. The mother was on medical assistance. The county 
intervened in the allowance of the final account. Initially the court denied some of 
the fees and costs and allowed others, but the county appealed. The court of appeals 
found that the fees and costs of $8,763.35 should be repaid to the estate. The court 
reviewed fees and costs under MS 525.515(b) similar to attorney fee allowance 
issues. The court did note that the fees and costs may be payable by the probate 
estate, just not from the conservatorship. 

20. Court can deny conservator fees and costs even if no objection is 
made at hearing and statements on account are not presumptively valid 
evidence to support fees and costs. Rule 119 may also apply to conservator fees 
and costs. In the Matter of the Conservatorship of Patricia Annette Wallace. Protected 
Person, A15-0440, January 25, 2016. The conservator went out of business and the 
conservatorship was transferred to a new conservator. The old conservator filed its 
final account with the court. The court auditors requested checks, invoices and 
related documents but they were not provided. The court denied several of the 
expenses that were undocumented and cut the conservator and accountant fees. The 
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old conservator filed a petition for reconsideration and then appealed. The court of 
appeals found that merely listing the summary of expenses on the court required 
account form is not sufficient to prove expenses and a district court does not abuse 
its discretion by denying reported fees or costs. This is true even if the court does 
not indicate that it may find some expenses objectionable. The conservator bears 
the burden of proving that the expenses are proper. The court seems to be adopting 
a rule that detailed billing statements may be essential to the determination that 
fees incurred by the conservator are proper and that such fees may be presented 
under the Minn. Gen. R. Practice for District Courts 119. But in disallowing fees, the 
court was not clear on what it was disallowing thereby depriving the court the 
ability to review the district court decision. The case was remanded for further 
findings and to address a few other procedural issues. 

21. Review of Rules 60.02 and 41.01(a) to re-open settlement 
agreement and application of MS 524.3-1102 to settlements. In re the Estate of: 
Harold E. Farnes, a/k/a Harold Farnes and Harold Ellwood Farnes, Deceased, A15-
0673, February 8, 2016.  The family became involved in a will contest dispute. Three 
of the 4 children (one was deceased who left issue) and the surviving spouse agreed 
to a partial settlement of the estate. The parties entered into additional mediation 
that failed to reach a global settlement. One of the parties, the son, sought to re-
assert his objections to the estate and hold the stipulation as non-binding. The first 
argument was to argue that Minn. R. Civ. Proc. 60.02 applied to re-open the 
agreement due to newly discovered evidence.  To get relief the party must show that 
the new evidence was not discovered until after trial and could not have been 
discovered with reasonable diligence. The evidence must not be merely cumulative, 
collateral or impeaching but must have a probable effect upon the result of a new 
trial. Then the evidence must be relevant and admissible. The court when on to 
analyze the evidence that the son believed justified re-opening the agreement but 
the court did not agree with the son. The son then argued that Minn. R. Civ. Proc. 
41.01(a) allows for opening the agreement because that rule provides that unless 
specifically stated, a notice of dismissal is not with prejudice. Since the agreement 
did not say with prejudice he argues the agreement can be opened. But the court 
found that since the son was not a plaintiff and since the agreement was not signed 
by all parties who have appeared in the action that 41.01 does not apply.  The son 
then argued that Minn. Stat. § 524.3-1102 has strict requirements before a 
settlement agreement is allowed in probate. But in this case the agreement did not 
govern the distribution of the entire estate. It was a limited agreement and not 
global. The court therefore concluded Minn. Stat. § 524.3-1102 does not apply. 

II. OTHER CASE LAW

A. Creditor Issues

1. Known or reasonably ascertainable creditors are not subject to 
the 3 month statute of limitations. Jones v. Golden, No. SC13-2536 Supreme Court 
of Florida October 1, 2015. Florida statutes provide for a 3 month period of 
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limitations after published notice as it relates to unknown creditors. But the 
applicable statute, section 733.2121(3)(a) provides that a personal representative 
must search for and give notice to known or reasonably ascertainable creditors. The 
court found that if such creditors are not given notice that they are not subject to the 
3 month limitations period and are subject to the 2 year limitations period. 

2. 3-806; 60 day period to petition for allowance of denied claim is 
extended by local court rules. Ramos v. Estate of Elsenbach, 361 P.3d 1260 (HI Ct. 
App. 2015). The creditors to an estate filed a petition to recover denied claims by 
the personal representative 61 days after the notice of denial was mailed. Since the 
petition for allowance was filed more than 60 days from the mailing the estate 
argued the filing was untimely. The court found that court rules allow for 2 days for 
mail to be delivered and that extends the statutory deadline to file the petition by 2 
days. Therefore the petition was not untimely. 

B. Guardianship and Conservatorship Issues

1. Substituted Judgment; Guardian can write a will forward that 
devises property contrary to intestate laws; court represents natural objects 
of bounty. Estate of Howell, 36 N.E.3d 293 (IL App. 2015).  Guardian sought and 
received court approval to sign an estate plan that did not follow intestate law but 
excluded some natural objects of the bounty. This decision was based upon the 
doctrine of “substituted judgment”.  The estate plan excluded the ward’s father and 
10 half siblings from other relationships. This ward, however, was not able to 
communicate his interests or intentions due to incapacity from birth. The argument 
was that although the ward could not express intent that the guardian could try to 
ascertain what the ward would want under the circumstances if they are in keeping 
with the ward’s wishes as can be ascertained.  The court was held to be responsible 
for determining the interests of the natural objects of the bounty and not the 
guardian. 

2. Guardian could annul a marriage. Smith v. Smith, March 2, 2016 
(Dist.Ct.App.4th Dist. 2016). Florida Statute 744.3215(2)(a) provides that if the right 
to contract is taken the right to marry is subject to approval by the guardian. The 
ward married anyway. The guardian sought to annul the marriage. The court 
allowed the annulment. The appellant argued that only the right to marry could be 
subject to approval but that the marriage itself did not need approval. The court 
found that without the right to marry there was no marriage. The marriage was 
annulled. The decision of the district court was approved. 

3. Conservator is NOT liable to beneficiaries for not correcting 
financial abuse of protected person. In re Conservatorship of Snyder v. Snyder, 
2015 WL 3473001 (AZ Ct. App. 2015).  A care giver financially exploited an elderly 
man. After some investigation a conservatorship was brought for the man. An 
emergency conservator was started. Investigation was made and reports filed with 
the court. Before a permanent conservator could be appointed the protected person 
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died. A son, a PR of the estate, sought surcharge of the conservator. The trial court 
surcharged the conservator but the court of appeals reversed. The court of appeals 
found that the conservator does not owe any duty to the beneficiaries. The duty is to 
the protected person and to preserve the estate. The conservator did not have a 
duty to change beneficiary designations or take assets back. The conservator has no 
interest in altering the estate plan that comes into the conservator’s hands. While 
the conservator may act, there was no breach of duty for not acting per the 
beneficiary’s wishes. 

4. Trustee-Lawyer could not blindly follow client wishes when he 
know client suffered from diminished capacity- surcharge of fees upheld. In re 
Conservatorship of Moore, 240 Cal.App.4th 1101 (2015). Lawyer was hired by client 
with diminished capacity to remove his daughter as trustee and to fight 
guardianship proceedings. The lawyer also became trustee of the client’s trust. He 
did not carefully distinguish between trustee fees and attorney fees. He charged 
excessive block fees and did whatever the client asked without regard to 
reasonableness despite the client having diminished capacity. The attorney was 
surcharged for $96,000 which the court firmly upheld. Message of the case: just 
because your diminished client does not object to your fees does not mean they are 
valid, and don’t do whatever your diminished client says. 

5. Conservator has authority to assign potential legal claim and can 
delegate duties to protected person’s children. In re Guardianship and 
Conservatorship of V.A.M., 870 N.W.2d 201 (2015). The conservator did not think it 
was in the client’s best interest to pursue legal claims related to real estate 
transactions that involved the ward/protected person. But the conservator was 
willing to assign the claims to the ward’s children for them to pursue. The parties to 
the real estate transaction appealed arguing that the conservator can’t assign and 
can’t create a “sub-conservatorship”. The court found that a conservator can assign 
claim as claims are a chose in action and therefore property that can be assigned. 
The court also found that a conservator, like other fiduciaries, can delegate duties to 
others. Whether assignment of the claim is a delegation is another question but in 
the case, since it was not clear exactly what is to be assigned, it was remanded for 
more clarity on the exact nature of the assigned claims. 

6. Claims against the probate court and client’s attorney’s for failing 
to stop prior conservator from stealing funds were barred by statute of 
limitations. Benvenutti v. McAdams, 162 So.3d 808 (2015). Mother was placed 
under guardianship and conservatorship. Daughters could not get bonded so had to 
be replaced as conservators. Daughters filed their account in 2008 and at the same 
time officially raised concerns with the court about the successor conservator. Facts 
actually indicate the daughters expressed concern as far back as 2006. The 
successor stole money and caused damage alleged to be in excess of $400,000 and 
then committed suicide. Claims were brought by a new successor conservator in 
June 2012 against the county and the court clerk and the plaintiffs attorneys alleging 
they should have stopped the theft. The claims were dismissed under the statute of 
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limitations for Section 1983 claims and the State Tort Act. The Plaintiffs argue the 
statute did not start to run until the conservator’s death but the claims began to run 
when they knew or should have known and that was at least 2008 or sooner when 
they knew. 

7. Restored ward was able to sue guardian’s attorney for 
malpractice.  Saadeh v. Connors, 166 So3d 959 (2015). Extensive litigation in this 
matter. Older man with new girlfriend was put under emergency guardianship.  
Shortly thereafter, the guardian’s attorney and the children met with the ward to 
convince him to sign an irrevocable trust to have the guardianship dismissed. After 
the trust was signed and guardianship dismissed the restored ward sued everybody. 
The district court initially dismissed the claim against the guardian’s attorney for 
lack of privity but the court of appeals reversed under third-party beneficiary 
contract theory. 

8. Medical evidence is not required to appoint conservator- court 
can appoint conservator not agreed to by protected person and son. Neher v. 
Neher, 2015 WL 4572281 (CO Ct.App.). Although a conservator can be appointed 
when a person can’t effectively receive or evaluate information, medical testimony 
is not necessarily required to prove that inability. Other facts and evidence can be 
presented to prove that legal conclusion. Also, where father and son agreed to a 
choice of conservator the court is not bound by that agreement and can choose its 
own person to act as conservator. 

9. Order compelling food and water for end-of-life ward is reversed. 
In re Guardianship of Regina L.F., 132 A.D.3d 1344 (S.Ct. NY 4th Dept.). The district 
court order provided food and water artificially to keep ward alive. This order 
conflicts with a clear health care directive that requests the opposite. Statute 
provides that health care directives executed before incapacity shall be followed. 
The order is vacated to stop food and water. 

10. Court could not order return of $3 million dollars sua sponte at 
guardianship hearing. Zelman v. Zelman, 170 So.3d 838 (Ct.App. FL 2015). At the 
hearing to appoint a guardian for the husband, evidence was offered showing 
alleged exploitation by wife and that $3 million was put into joint account from 
separate account. The judge issued an order appointing a guardian and ordered 
return of the funds. The return of funds order was reversed because the wife was 
not on notice that such could be before the court and violates due process. 

11. Statute of limitations ran for claims against bank for negligently 
cashing checks.  People Bank of Biloxi v. McAdams, 170 So.3d 505 (MS 2015). 
Attorney for guardian forged signatures and cashed checks on guardianship 
account. Attorney apparently took bank statements from guardian to hide the 
activity. The bank was not to issue checks without a court order. The guardian 
brought suit against the bank for negligently cashing the checks. The court found 
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that the 3 year statute of limitations had run on the claim and the statute began to 
run when the checks were cashed not when the guardian discovered the loss. 

12. After court finds that person is incapacitated but less restrictive 
alternatives apply, the court can’t later appoint a guardian. Adelman v. 
Elfenbein, 174 So.3d 516 FL Ct. App. 2015).  Grandniece brought a guardianship 
petition for granduncle. The court found that while the granduncle is incapacitated, 
the less restrictive alternative of health care directives and related documents 
preclude the need for guardianship. Six months later the niece filed a petition to “re-
open” the guardianship arguing that the agent was not doing her job well. The court 
appointed an independent guardian. But the court did not have jurisdiction to do so. 
Once the guardianship was dismissed there was no longer parens patriae over the 
ward. The matter was complete and the orders un-appealed.  

13. Death must be defined by the Uniform Determination of Death 
Act before an order to end life care is ordered. In re Guardianship of Hailu, 361 
P.3d 524 (NV 2015). In a sad case of a young 20 year old who entered the hospital 
with stomach pains and after exploratory surgery went into coma. At issue is 
whether she is dead and if life support should be removed. The hospital applied the 
American Association of Neurology standards (AAN) which is (1) whether there is 
coma and unresponsiveness, (2) whether there is brainstem activity based upon 
examinations of reflexes, eyes, ears, and (3) whether the patient can breathe on 
their own (apnea test). But this test is not accepted or standard in all states let alone 
internationally. Under the Uniform Death Act there must be (1) irreversible 
cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions, or (2) irreversible cessation of all 
functions of the person’s entire brain including the brain stem. The AAN does not 
necessarily consider cessation of all brain function including the brainstem. Because 
the hospital standards do not follow the Uniform Death Act the order to remove life 
support was reversed. 

14. A father can revoke his consent to appointment of guardianship 
for his son if the parent is a fit parent. Lineham v. Hyde, 2015 Ark. 289 (2015).  
The parents of a young girl consented to the appointment of the mother’s parents as 
guardian. A few years later the father wanted to revoke his consent and become 
guardian. The mother was unfit and that is not in dispute. The court tried to declare 
father unfit and therefore unable to revoke his consent. However, the court found 
that the trial court’s holding the father unfit was erroneous and improper and 
unsupported by the record. 

15. An interested person in a guardianship proceeding has a right to 
participate and call witnesses, and a spouse has constitutional rights to 
participate; failure to allow participation requires reversal. Zelman v. Zelman, 
175 So.3d 871 (FL Ct. App. 2015). In a guardianship proceeding for a son’s father 
and wife’s husband, the wife was given notice but was not allowed to call witnesses 
or participate in a meaningful way in the proceedings. A guardian was appointed. 
The court of appeals found that the wife, as a spouse, has protected interests as a 
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wife and a guardianship affects the marriage and other personal interests of the 
wife. Therefore the due process violations of the wife were so significant that the 
matter is reversed and remanded. 

16. Mother as guardian was surcharged $421,621.73 for using 
guardianship funds for family expenses. In re Estate of O’Hare, 34 N.E. 3d 1126 
(IL Ct.App. 2015). Another classic example where the parent becomes guardian and 
thinks that the ward’s funds can be used for the whole family. But the funds were 
not to be used as a down payment on a new house, to pay the mortgage, buy a car, 
etc. etc. Court orders are needed to expend a minor’s funds. A parent has a duty to 
support their child and becoming a guardian does not relieve the parent of that duty. 

17. In a Guardianship proceeding in NY, medical certifications may 
not be used without ward’s consent as it violates physician-patient privilege. 
In re BM, 50 Misc.3d 367 (Surr. NY 2015). This is a very short case that provides 
citations to the general rule in New York that physician statements can’t be used 
over objections as it violates physician patient privilege. This is becoming an issue in 
Minnesota. 

18. Ward has a right to testify at hearings. In re Guardianship of ME, 
871 N.W.2d 435 (ND 2015). The mother was placed under guardianship and 
conservatorship and wanted to be restored to capacity. The district court prevented 
mother from testifying without any findings to support the disallowance of 
testimony. The Supreme Court found that under applicable statute (30.1-28-04(3)), 
absent specific findings, the ward is not deprived from testifying at a hearing.  

19. Priority for appointment of Guardian does not require specific 
findings to appoint a party who lacks priority and properly appointed niece 
and charity as guardians. In the Matter of Guardianship of B.K.J., 867 N.W.2d (ND 
2015). Like most statutes, ND has a statute to determine who has priority to be 
appointed as guardian for a ward. In ND it is Section 30.1-28-04(2)(c). In this case 
the ward disagreed with the court’s choice of guardian. The court went over the 
record and applied the same to the statute to determine that the court did not abuse 
its discretion or misapply the law to appoint guardians contrary to the ward’s 
chosen guardians. 

C. Power of Attorney

1. Power of attorney cannot avoid undue influence claim just 
because the principal is lucid. In re Estate of Bartelson, 864 N.W.2d 441 (2015). 
This is the third appeal for this case. The basic elements are family members 
fighting over transactions that attorney-in-fact sibling made with father’s assets. 
Several transactions are unaccounted for and some are clearly double payment for 
expenses and other allegations of misappropriation. The district court on remand 
found that since the father was lucid there was no undue influence but cites no law 
for that proposition.  ND Statutes 59-18-01.1 provides no such escape from undue 
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influence and finds that when a fiduciary gets an advantage from its role as fiduciary 
there is undue influence although that is a rebuttable presumption. Remanded for 
further proceedings. We’ll see what happens in next year’s review. 

2. Wife did not have power to create irrevocable trust with a power 
of attorney. Dishman v. Dougherty, 2015 WL 1966724 (KY Ct.App. 2015).  Wife 
created a trust for her husband (2nd marriage, lots of money) under the part of the 
POA that says the agent can “Convey any real or personal property to the Trustee of 
any trust agreement between me and said Trustee and entered into either before or 
after the date of this instrument.” There was an antenuptial agreement to keep 
assets separate. Wife created and funded the trust. This was done because husband 
had a progressing neurological disorder that was fatal. The husband and wife 
divorced but wife refused to resign as trustee. This litigation started. Wife also 
sought fees. The court found the trust invalid. Reviewing the law the court found 
that the POA should be viewed narrowly and strictly and that the POA here did not 
give authority to create a trust, just to fund one. 

3. Attorney-in-fact gifts in excess of annual exclusion are invalid 
and surcharge is proper. In re Fiedler, __ A.3d ___ (Pennsylvania Superior Court 
2016). Power of attorney authorized gifts to natural objects of bounty but limited 
gifts to annual exclusion amounts. AIF made gifts to her son in excess of $330,000. 
The “approval” by the principal did not save the gifts and the testimony by the AIF 
that the gifts were approved by the principal were self-serving and not given 
credibility by the court. Step-grandson and granddaughters-in-law are natural 
objects of the bounty. Gifts in excess of the annual exclusions were invalid. 

4. Recovery of assets from improper POA actions allowed outside 
SOL when recovered in equity. Estate of Moskowitz, 115 A.3d 372 (PA 2015). 
Pennsylvania had a 2 year SOL for recovery of assets claim. But executor who was 
the agent under POA frustrated litigation. The claim was allowed to proceed. The 
transfers by agent were gifts and the gifts were not allowed by the POA and were 
recoverable. 

D. Probate

1. Will agreement that was not valid under Florida law was later 
validated by amendment to agreement properly executed. In re Guardianship of 
Mull, 2015 WL 9461775. The parties originally executed will contracts that also 
applied to their revocable trust in 1987. The agreement was not properly executed 
under Florida law and would have been unenforceable. In 1993 the agreement was 
amended but the amendment was properly executed under Florida law. Many years 
later after the husband died the wife amended the estate plan twice and excluded 
the husband’s family from the estate plan. The amendments were not valid. The 
parties tried to argue that the agreement was waived, that acceptance of the 
amendment by trustees waived it, that Ohio law applied and not Florida law, and 
laches, but none of the arguments prevailed. 
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2. Malpractice action must be commenced within 2 years statute 
after testator’s death. Mosier v. Molitor, 40 N.E.3d 405 (IL Ct App 2015). Trustor 
created a 1990 trust that was amended several times. Testator then created a trust 
in 2001 but she did not tell her attorney about the 1990 trust. Beneficiary of the 
2001 trust sued attorney because he did not get the property from the 1990 trust. 
The malpractice action was initiated more than 2 years after testator’s death so was 
barred by the statute of limitations. The six year statute would have also applied in 
this case. 

3. Mother has no duty of good faith to include daughter as 
beneficiary of marital trust and mother could exclude daughter as beneficiary. 
Estate of Zucker, 122 A.3d 1112 (Sp.Ct.PA. 2015). Parents had 3 children. Upon 
father’s death the property went into a marital trust for mother. Mother had a 
power of appointment. Mother exercised the power to exclude daughter as 
beneficiary. The daughter alleged the exclusion was done out of hate and malice 
toward daughter. The court held that hate and malice are good reasons to exercise 
the power as there is no duty of good faith when exercising the power. 

4. Trust can be amended when settlor has mild dementia and 
proving lack of undue influence does not shift to beneficiaries. Kunz v. Sylvain, 
123 A.3d 1267 (CT.App.Ct. 2015). The trustor created his revocable trust in 1996. 
Over time he developed parkinson’s disease and lewy body dementia. He amended 
his trust in 2005. In that amendment he removed one of his 3 kids as beneficiary. 
That daughter challenged the trust. The proponent of the will has the initial duty to 
show capacity and a testator enjoys the presumption of capacity under the law. The 
trust was created by independent lawyers and the amendment was done by the 
same lawyers. The boys who remained as beneficiaries were not material 
participants in the preparation of the will/trust. Therefore the boys did not have the 
duty to prove lack of capacity and the daughter had the duty to prove undue 
influence. 

5. Bank held liable including punitive damages for violating 
Uniform Fiduciaries Law. DeLaRosa v. Farmers State Bank, 474 S.W.3d 240 (MO 
2015). A personal representative wrote 3 checks from estate account. The first 
account was part applied to a loan the PR owed the bank in her personal capacity 
and the rest was put in her personal accounts. The other two checks were put 
directly into her personal accounts at the bank. During discovery the bank 
responded in interrogatories that it did not have the information on the three 
checks as they took place too long ago (1995). On appeal the court of appeals found 
that the bank could not prove that they properly handled the money and therefore 
could be held liable so the decision was reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings. Suddenly, the bank DID have the information and could explain what 
happened with the checks. The bank was held liable for benefitting from the cashed 
checks even though not all three were used to pay a loan owed the bank and 
punitive damages were proper. 
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6. Beneficiary could NOT sue lawyer for malpractice. Linth v. Gay, 
190 Wash.App. 331 (2015).  Lawyer drafted revocable trust and then amendment to 
trust. The amendment made a devise to a charity that did not yet exist. He then 
started to work on creating the charity but the client died. Daughter sued the lawyer 
for malpractice. The court found the lawyer did not owe a duty to daughter as 
beneficiary but to the client/Trustor. 

7. Children did not have standing to sue lawyer for malpractice. 
Baker v. Wood, Ris & Hames PC, 364 P.3d 872 (CO 2016). In this estate, father had 2 
children and mother had 2 children. The father’s estate devised the estate into trusts 
with ultimate distribution equally to the 4 children. When father died, many assets 
were held in joint tenancy. Mother writes a will to give her estate to just her 2 
children. The father’s children sued lawyers alleging malpractice. The court applied 
the strict privity rule. The court rejected the “California Test” (Lucas v. Hamm) and 
the “Florida-Iowa” (3rd party beneficiary rule) rules. 

8. Attorney for trust does NOT owe a duty of care to the trust 
beneficiary. Audette v. Poulin, 127 A.3d 908 (RI 2015). Beneficiary had a right to 
live in property owned by trust rent free. But beneficiary also allowed his parents to 
live in the house rent free. The trustee, on advice of counsel, evicted the beneficiary 
and parents. The beneficiary sued the attorney alleging malpractice. The court 
examined the issue for the first time whether the attorney owes a duty to the 
beneficiary and held that the attorney does not owe a duty of care to the beneficiary 
that would allow for standing in a malpractice case. 

9. Brother could be found guilty of concealment of assets when 
spending more than estate while he was under bankruptcy.  Bayes v. Dornon, 37 
N.E.3d 181 (2015). In yet another case of financial abuse, while brother was under 
bankruptcy, he spent $30,000 on gambling, $28,000 to get a house out of 
foreclosure, buy a mobile home and expend other funds, and still hide $180,000. He 
did this by taking father to banks to close all his accounts and cashing checks. 
Brother argued the court did not have jurisdiction and that the evidence did not 
show he was hiding more money. The court found him liable. 

10. Heirs could not open probate more than 2 years after closing 
even though administrator fraudulently administered estate.  Valdez v. 
Hollenbeck, 465 S.W.3d 217 (2015). The county probate administrator was found to 
have stolen millions of dollars from many intestate estates under its jurisdiction. 
This was one of the estates and more than $400,000 was taken. The problem is that 
the action was initiated more than 2 years after the statute of limitations. The 
parties tried to argue equitable bill of review but even then it was brought more 
than 2 years after they knew of the abuse. 

11. $1.9 million in PR fees allowed, attorney fees remanded for 
further details. Wehle v. Bradley II, 2015 WL 6618633 (AL Supr.Ct.).  This is the 
second appeal of this estate. The PR fees awarded total less than the fees generally 
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allowed by statute (2.5% of assets and 2.5% of disbursements). Under state law you 
must get an order before fees are paid so the PRs had to pay interest for early 
payment of fees. The award of more than $300,000 in attorney fees had to be 
remanded for more detailed findings for accurate review of the record. 

12. Words “be paid out of my residuary estate” prevents allocation of 
taxes under state apportionment statute. In the Matter of Priedits, 132 A.D.3d 769 
(NY App. 2015). At issue is whether the words in a tax payment clause express an 
intent to prevent allocation of taxes under the state apportionment statute. The 
words of this will state that taxes  “be paid out of my residuary estate.”  These words 
are specific enough to prevent application of the statute. 

13. Undistributed income is entitled to statutory interest on unpaid 
share- attorney fees not deducted from elective share. Blackburn v. Boulis, 184 
So.3d 565 (FL Ct.App. 2016). Spouse elected for the elective share. The share was 
not immediately paid because of protracted litigation. The court properly ruled that 
the spouse was entitled to statutory interest on the undistributed portion of the 
elective share. The spouse was not entitled to statutory interest on the part of the 
share that had to be paid to the government for taxes. Also, under the strict language 
of the statute, attorney fees were not allocable to the elective share. 

14. Coroner could not be sued in his official capacity for harmful 
conduct. Crosby v. Johnson, 334 Ga.App. 417 (GA 2015).  In his capacity as coroner, 
Crosby picked up decedent and brought him to his own funeral home but put him in 
a shed instead of putting him in a refrigerated unit. By the time of the funeral the 
body could not be viewed. Plaintiffs sued Crosby in his official and individual 
capacity. The suit in his individual capacity is proceeding. The suit in his official 
capacity is dismissed as he is entitled to immunity as a government official as 
coroner. 

15. SNT Trust could not name charity as remainder beneficiary and 
must name the estate. In re Conservatorship of Wade, 2015 WL 9946301 (TN 
Ct.App.). An SNT was to be created for a young man permanently impaired due to an 
accident before his 18th birthday. The proceeds are from medical malpractice. The 
proposed SNT would give the remainder estate to charity based upon an essay 
written by the young man in school. The court found that the trust must be payable 
to the estate. 

16. 6-104(a) of UPC under Indiana law brings joint account into 
probate estate only by clear and convincing evidence. In the Matter of Estate of 
Herin, 40 N.E.3d 495 (IN Ct. App. 2015). Son had father’s accounts placed into joint 
tenancy. There were procedural irregularities at the bank opening the account but 
they were created as JTWS. The statute reversed the common law that would have 
found undue influence and the statutory burden was on the daughters to show by 
clear and convincing evidence that $160,000 in CD’s was actually intended to be 
estate assets. 
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17. Will may be modified where there is clear mistake and clear 
intent from the document. Estate of Duke, 61 Cal.4th 871 (CA 2015). Testator 
wrote his own holographic will. He provided that the estate goes to his wife and if 
they died together it goes to charity, but it did not say what happens if he died last. 
Of course, that is what happens. The court looked at the terms of the will and the 
remaining terms and found that the charities did have facts to indicate that the will 
should have been modified to accommodate the testator’s intent and that the estate 
should not go intestate. The case was reversed and remanded to hear the charities’ 
argument for reformation. 

18. 1-302; 3-709, Probate court has jurisdiction to compel the state 
to turn unclaimed property over to the estate. In re Estate of McElveny, 355 P.3d 
75 (NM Ct. App. 2015). The estate wanted the State to turn unclaimed property of 
the decedent over to the estate. The State refused citing procedural and 
jurisdictional arguments. Arguments related to notice were dismissed as the State 
did have notice but failed to appear. The State argued that its own departmental 
procedures had to be followed to claim the property. But the court, analyzing the 
jurisdiction of the probate court, determined that the probate court has the 
authority to determine the assets of the estate, has jurisdiction over the assets, and 
may therefore order the State to turn the funds over to the estate. 

19. 2-616 Ademption is to be avoided if assets can be traced and PR 
breaches duty interpreting will to his benefit. In the Matter of Estate of Screiber, 
381 Mont. 173, 357 P.3d 920 (MT 2015). The will devised several lots of real 
property to specific individuals. The lots were sold during the testator’s life. The 
statute creates a “mild presumption” against ademption if the proceeds of sale can 
be traced. The PR used a first in first out method of analyzing the situation and 
determined that the cash from real estate sales were consumed by the testator so 
the PR as sole remaining beneficiary got the rest of the estate. The court found that 
the PR breached his fiduciary duty by interpreting the will and facts in a manner to 
benefit himself and found that the gifts were not adeemed. 

20. Attorney can make elective share for client; transfer to revocable 
trust was excluded as transfer to persons exclusion. In re Estate of Alberts, ___ 
N.W.2d ___, (NE 2016). First, the elective share was filed by the surviving spouse’s 
widow. The nephews objected because it was not signed by the widow and is 
personal to the widow so it must be invalid. The court disagreed. The attorney could 
file the claim for the spouse. Next, at issue is the exclusion from the elective share 
real property gifted to any “person” that was consented to by the spouse. In this 
case, both spouses signed a deed to a revocable trust. Property in trust is excluded 
from the elective share so the property is excluded in this case. 

21. 2-201 to 2-214; Elective share incudes accounts with named 
beneficiaries. In re Estate of Rood, 121 A.3d 1104 (PA 2015). In a rare case that 
examines the elective share, the question is whether accounts with beneficiary 
designations are included in the elective share. Under 2-203 of the PA Code, 
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revocable transfers are included in the elective share. While the probate court 
included analysis of whether the accounts were akin to a Totten Trust under PA law, 
that was not necessary to include the accounts in the estate. The court went over the 
nature and purpose of the elective share statutes and the interests it protects. 

22. Election against the will-statutory share case- taxes are not 
charged against the share, assets valued at time of distribution not death; can 
challenge the will AND elect against the will. Dinan v. Patten, 116 A.3d 275 (CT 
2015). The husband died in the year 2000 and they did not get around to the 
elective share until 2012. The husband’s will devised nothing to wife. The wife 
challenged the will and made the elective share by statute (1/3rd life estate). The 
court found that the wife was not precluded by waiver, estoppel or election of 
remedies arguments that she could not do both. If the will was not valid that could 
be determined by legal action. If the will was valid or not the election against the 
estate is statutorily available. There is no harm to the estate by determining the 
proper distribution by will or election. Because the estate is not bound by estoppel 
principles she could do both. After the will contest was done, many years go by and 
they finally start to get to distributing the elective share. At issue is whether taxes 
are debts and charges against the estate. The definition of debts and charges is not 
in the statute. The court found policies favor the finding that taxes are NOT 
deducted. Then the issue was what value to use, date of death or current value. 
Again this was not defined by statute and the court ruled date of distribution 
applies. 

23. Probate court can equitably enhance elective share but not 
proportionately; interest is not owed on amount ordered re-paid. Beren v. 
Beren, 349 P.3d 233 (CO 2015). At death the estate was worth $73 million but 
during protracted litigation grew to $250 million. The probate court awarded 
elective share to spouse but awarded an additional $24.5 million as an equitable 
adjustment. The supreme court adjustment was reversed and ordered to be re-paid. 
In this case it was determined that the court did not have equitable power to 
equitably adjust a statutory amount but the court could grant some equitable relief 
for the costs and losses due to the protracted litigation. Also, the wife was not 
required to pay interest on the amount that she had to re-pay because she was not a 
creditor of the estate. 

24. 3-709, The PR has authority to sell real estate devised in the will. 
In the Matter of Estate of Johnson, 863 N.W.2d 215 (ND 2015).  In this case, the estate 
was devised to 3 persons (2 children and a grandchild).  Some of the beneficiaries 
sought to prevent the estate from being sold to just one of the beneficiaries. While it 
is true the title vests in the beneficiaries, it remains subject to the administration of 
the estate. A review of the probate code reveals that the personal representative has 
the authority to sell the real estate if acting in the best interests of the beneficiaries. 
The property was sold but the court found the PR was not acting in the best interest 
of the beneficiaries so it was remanded for further proceedings. 
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25. 3-908; 3-903; Personal Representative has authority to offset 
claims against beneficiary from the beneficiary’s share of the estate. Estate of 
Hogen v. Hogen, 863 N.W.2d 876 ND (2015). There were several different claims the 
estate had against one of the estate beneficiaries. Some of those we found waived or 
otherwise not a proper sett-off from the estate share. But several claims were 
deemed valid claims for the estate. The beneficiary again argued (similar to Estate of 
Johnson) that title vests at death and sett-off is improper. But the court reviewed the 
UPC and personal representative powers under 709 and 711 and found that sett-off 
can be made by the PR. 

26. 6-114 Self-proved will held to be invalid for improper execution.  
In the Matter of Estate of Meyer, __ P.3d __ (WY 2016).  In a statutory mess, Wyoming 
requires that if a non-self-proved will must be proved for due execution, the statute 
requires an affidavit by the witness. That affidavit statute requires proof that the 
witnesses were both in the room together when the will was signed. But the statute 
for due execution of the will does NOT require that both witnesses be present. So 
the affidavit requires more than the statute. Next, under the facts of this case, the 
witnesses were not both present when the will was signed, and the notary served as 
witness as well. The notary can’t be both witness and notary so the self-proved 
affidavit does not work, and the affidavit does not work because the witnesses were 
not both in the room. So the case had to be remanded back for live testimony from a 
witness that it was signed. 

27. 2-404; disinheritance of child did NOT deprive child of exempt 
property. In re Estate of Jajuga, __ N.W.2d __ (MI Ct. App. 2015). The testator 
specifically disinherited a child under he will. The child petitioned for payment of 
exempt property under 2-404. The court found that even though the child was 
disinherited the child was still “entitled” to the exempt property share. The word 
“entitled” was interpreted to not be waived by the will and the statute has no 
provision that says the will can prevent application of the statute. 

28. 5 year SOL to probate a will upheld. Hardy v. Hardin, __ So.3d __ 
(Alabama 2016).  The decedent died in 2002; many years later heirs filed petition 
for an intestate probate estate. The heirs allege they did not know of any will.  
Another heir objected to settlement of the estate in 2012 arguing that there was a 
will and that the statute of limitations should not apply because the will was not 
probated due to fraud. If fraud could be proved it would have tolled the statute of 
limitations. But because the objector could not prove fraud the probate of the will 
was denied. 

29. Trust could not be included in divorce decree if not a party to the 
action. Nicks v. Nicks, 774 S.E.2d 365 (NC Ct.App. 2015). In a divorce proceeding, 
there were LLC interests that were alleged to be marital property. The LLC interests 
were used to fund a trust. The trust was never named as a party to the divorce. The 
court found that an equitable order dividing property can’t include the trust if the 
trust was not a party to the proceeding. A constructive trust would also not apply 
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where the court does not have equitable jurisdiction over property that was not part 
of the proceeding. 

30. Copies of lost and will were probated by clear and convincing 
evidence. Edmonds v. Edmonds, 772 S.E.2d 898 (VA 2015). This case is an 
exhaustive review of the case law where a presumption of revocation arises when a 
will in the possession of the testator is lost or destroyed. There is a presumption of 
revocation but the revocation can be overcome by clear and convincing evidence. 

31. 2-804 equivalent in FL; After divorce portion of will that devises 
to niece and nephew of former spouse is void. Carroll v. Israelson, 169 So.3d 239 
(FL Ct.App. 2015). A will written well before the divorce devised property to spouse 
and if spouse was not alive then to the niece and nephew of spouse. The couple 
divorced. The district court granted estate to the niece and nephew in trust. The 
court of appeals reversed. The Florida statute revoking any devise that “affected” a 
spousal interest is revoked on divorce. The devise was affected by the spouse’s 
interest and is therefore void upon entering of the divorce decree. 

32. Trustee is allowed to use trust funds to defend trust without 
violating no contest clause. Doolittle v. Exchange Bank, 241 Cal.App.4th 529 (CA 
Ct.App. 2015). A trust was amended a few times to make large gifts to caregivers, a 
gardener and friends. The trust was amended to add a no contest clause, to pay 
costs of litigation and letters on instruction and physician exams were all created in 
anticipation of litigation. The daughter contested the document and argued that the 
trustee’s defense of the trust was a violation of the no contest clause. The court 
found the use of funds to defend itself was proper, was consistent with the trust 
proisions to defend itself and did not violate the no contest clause. 

33. Cy pres and equitable deviation allowed. Estate of Chamberlin, 135 
A.3d 1052 (NY Sup. Ct. 0216). The estate made devises to three churches to 
distribute income to the churches for their use. But the trusts provided that the trust 
had to invest in insured bank accounts and government securities. The churches 
petitioned the court to invest according to the prudent investor act.  Petition 
granted. 

E. Attorney Fees

1. Attorney ordered to re-pay excessive fees for tasks that were 
secretarial in nature or could have been performed by paralegal. Estate of 
Amundson, 870 N.W.2d 208 (ND 2015). The attorney was ordered to repay $95,000. 
It appears the attorney was paid about $144,000. There was significant testimony 
that the estate was simple and lacking in complexity. The services often performed 
were secretarial in nature. The attorney prepared only one tax return. Many assets 
were POD and promissory notes. The attorney had no litigation tasks. It appears 
much of the fees were a percentage of the estate. 
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2. Trustees recovery of attorney fees remanded for specific findings 
from the court. Brady v. Citizen’s Union Savings Bank, 88 Mass.App.Ct. 416 (2015). 
After trust beneficiary lost a 4 year litigation against the trustees, the beneficiary 
objects to the payment of the trustee fees awarded which is about 60% of the trust 
assets. The district court findings were not specific enough for meaningful review so 
it was remanded for further findings. 

3. Before fees are awarded the court should listen to allegations 
that misconduct by the attorneys caused the guardianship and should 
therefore be denied. In re Guardianship of NR., 30 N.E.3d 783 (IN Ct. App 2015).  
The former guardians sought payment of their attorney fees. The former ward 
alleges that misconduct by the lawyers is the reason the guardianship was 
successful and that the fees should be denied. The court denied the ward’s 
objections but the court of appeals found that the claims, if true, go to the issue of 
whether payment of fees is proper. 

4. Disgorgement of personal representative’s attorney fees was an 
adverse proceeding requiring personal service. Simmons v. Baranowitz, __ So. 3d 
__ FL Ct. App. 2015). The personal representative’s fees and its attorneys fees were 
challenged in the final account. Although the personal representative and attorney 
were at the hearing and presented evidence, the attorney was not personally served 
and the matter was a claim individually against the attorney for disgorgement. 
When there is an adversarial proceeding the party must be personally served.  
Reversed and remanded on the personal service issue. 

5. Domestic partner could not recover from estate. Glinskaya v. 
Zelman, 128 A.3d 771 (NY Supr.Ct. 2015). Woman lived with domestic partner. She 
says the partner agreed to give her his estate if she cared for him. The testator died 
intestate. Because the contract was not in writing it was not enforceable against the 
estate. Unjust enrichment or quantum meruit will not enforce an unenforceable 
contract and constructive trust will not complete unrealized expectations. 

F. Uniform Trust Code

1. Section 710- Beneficiary of a Revocable Trust does have a right to 
an accounting after the settlor’s death to protect the Qualified Beneficiary’s 
interest. Tseng v. Tseng, 271 Or.App. 657 (2015). Settlor created a revocable trust 
that benefitted his first family and second family. Over about 1 year before the 
settlor’s death, his trustee sons withdrew about $1.8 million from the trust leaving it 
substantially empty at his death. The Qualified Beneficiaries sued to get an 
accounting under Section 710(1) of the Oregon UTC. Trustees argued that there is 
no property right under the UTC and no right of accounting to beneficiaries before 
death. But the court found that under 710 the Qualified Beneficiaries have a right to 
information to protect their interests and a pre-death accounting was needed to 
protect their interests. 
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2. 8-802; 10-1003; 10-1002; Restoration of damages and 
disgorgement of profits are not exclusive remedies under the Trust Code. 
Miller v. Bank of America, 352 P.3d 1162 (NM 2015). The Trustee owned rental real 
estate in contradiction to the terms of the trust. The trustee also used its own 
corporate affiliates to finance the ownership of the trust assets. The court disgorged 
profits of the bank due to self-dealing and breach of loyalty. The beneficiaries and 
trustees appealed. The court found that disgorgement did not violate the remedies 
under 1002 because the common laws regarding disgorgement for self-dealing are 
fully covered under 1003, 802 and 106 which incorporate the common law into the 
Uniform Trust Code. 

3. 105(b); 107(a); Choice of law in trust can be overridden by 
creditor claims under state law; probate non-claim statute prohibits recovery 
from trust. North American Savings Bank v. Volkland, 356 P.3d 1077 (KS 2015).  The 
trustor gauranteed loans for his son in the amount of about $800,000. The trust 
provided that the California trust code will control. The bank brought suit against 
the trust to recover the personal guarantee. The bank did not bring a claim against 
the estate. The estate was in Kansas. First, the court ruled that Kansas Trust Code 
law applied. Even though the trust provided that California law applied, the Trust 
Code provided that there are exceptions to choice of law and a creditor claim issue 
is such an exception. With the law of Kansas applying, the court next determined 
that the creditor had to first bring a claim against the estate and only if the estate 
was insufficient could the claim be brought against the trust. No claim was brought 
against the estate and since the 6 month non-claim statute barred any further claims 
the claim was barred. 

4. 703(B); No-Contest clause is not upheld where trustee applied 
provision in bad faith; non-judicial settlement is not a challenge to the trust. 
Rafalko v. Georgiadis, 777 S.E.2d 870 (VA 2015). The general issue is whether a no-
contest provision of a trust was triggered. One son in this case sent step-mother a 
letter threatening the trust before the sons knew there was a no-contest clause. 
Step-mother sought a waiver of all claims from sons but later ruled as trustee that 
the no-contest clause was triggered. The case turns substantially on the facts of this 
case but is a good case on the nature of no-contest clauses and how they are 
disfavored under the law. The law narrowly construes no-contest language. 
Interesting arguments are raised (like the trust the sons found objectionable was 
not the trust that had the no-contest language as they did not know the trust was re-
written).  

5. 415; Reformation of Trust that is not ambiguous on its face is 
reviewed under section 415 of the Trust Code. Bekessy v. Floyd, 2015 WL 
5885162 (MD Ct.App. 2015). This is a large and complex estate that is subject to 
administration in at least 2 countries and 2 governing documents. In particular, a 
United States document provided that estate taxes, including foreign taxes, should 
be paid from the 2004 Trust. But the attorneys claim that inclusion of that language 
in the trust was in error. Testimony was offered regarding the trustor’s intent. Some 
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testimony said it belonged there and other evidence said it did not belong there. The 
court found that the foreign assets were to remain separate from US assets and the 
trust was reformed accordingly. 

6. Uniform Trust Act does not apply actions of trustees 
retroactively, only procedures are adopted for all trusts; Prudent Investor Act 
and delegation reviewed under Kentucky law. Middleton v. PNC Bank, 2014 WL 
5510872 (KY Ct.App. 2015, 2015). In general, beneficiaries challenge the trust 
investments. The trustees used various investment advisors when administering the 
trusts and investing the trusts. The duty of delegation and investments under the 
prudent investor act became central to the dispute. But Kentucky adopted the 
uniform trust code. So the first question is whether the code applied to this case. But 
since the actions under question were to years before the trust code was adopted, it 
was held that the PROCEDURES under the trust code apply to all trusts, but the 
standards or review of acts taken before the trust code do not apply and the former 
law applies. 

7. 605; Power to revoke or amend trust means trusts assets are 
subject to a divorce decree. Dahl v. Dahl, 2015 WL 5098249 (UT 2015). This is a 
long 52 page decision covering many facets of a nasty divorce. One part of the case 
was whether the husband’s trust was subject to division in the divorce. First, the 
court ruled that the choice of law does not apply to the trust. Since the court needed 
the ability to divide the estate under UT law it needed to apply UT law to the trust. 
Next the court noted that even though the trust said it was “irrevocable” the trustor 
reserved the right to amend any part or all of the trust. That power of amendment 
was equal to the power of revocation. Therefore the trust could be divided by the 
divorce court. 

8. 710 of UTC and 2-507 UPC; The assets of a Revocable Trust are 
included in distributions under 2-507 omitted spouse statute. In re Trust under 
Deed by Kulig, 2015 WL 9595111, (PA Sup. Ct. 2015).  Decedent married his second 
wife on December 30, 2011 and died February 3, 2012. The decedent had a will and 
revocable trust and Pennsylvania adopted the Uniform Trust Code. The spouse 
elected to take her intestate share under UPC 3-507 as a pre-termitted spouse. The 
issue is whether the assets in the revocable trust are included in the share of estate 
to the spouse. The estate argues that since the assets are in the revocable trust they 
are non-probate and therefore can’t be part of the 2-507 probate intestate estate. 
The trust argues that under the UTC, the Trust is to be interpreted consistent with 
the law regarding wills and probate. If the two laws are to be harmonized then the 
trust assets must be part of the estate. The court agreed and the revocable trust 
assets were part of the 2-507 share. 

9. 411, 706; Modification of trust with all beneficiary consents and 
modification with some beneficiary consents is analyzed in the same way. 
Trust Under Agreement of Taylor, 124 A.3d 334 (PA 2015).  When the beneficiaries 
consent and the modification does not violate the trust material purpose the trust 
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can be amended by statute with either some or all beneficiary consent. The district 
court improperly found that all beneficiary consent cases is different from some 
beneficiary consent cases. The cases under the UTC are treated the same and the 
trust could be amended. At issue was the corporate trustee believed the 
modification was to (in effect) remove the trustee and the trustee argued that 
removal of trustee was governed by a different statute. The district court 
improperly adopted the argument that the motive was to remove the trustee. The 
appellate court held that the district court assumption was improper and not before 
the court. The issue before the court was modification and the trust could be 
modified. 

G. Trusts

1. Leasehold improvements and related costs to lease real property 
are chargeable to income and not principal. Gray v. Jewish Federation of Palm 
Springs, 243 Cal.App.4th 892 (2016). The dispute related to accountings for a trust 
that owned rental real estate. At issue is how to charge various expenses related to 
leasing the real property. After a prolonged review of detailed costs and trust 
accountings and the principal and income act the court found that expenses for 
leasehold improvements, brokerage commissions, expenses to prepare the spaces 
for rent and capital improvements were chargeable to income rather than to 
principal. Brokerage commissions, tenant allowances and leasehold improvements 
were apportioned over the initial term of the lease. 

2. Trust could be reformed to add remainder beneficiaries; 
reformation is not limited to scrivener’s errors. PM Revocable Trust v. Megiel, 
162 So.3d 1088 (FL Ct App 2015). The settlor created a revocable trust but it failed 
to name remainder beneficiaries. The beneficiaries argued as to the proper remedy 
to resolve the situation. The court of appeals determined that the failure to name 
remainder beneficiaries did not make the trust void. It was a valid trust with a 
beneficiary that managed assets. Next, the equitable remedy of reformation was 
determined to not be limited to scrivener’s errors. The court could correct the trust 
to add the intended children as remainder beneficiaries. 

3. Error in IRA beneficiary designation can be reformed under trust 
law. Ciampa v. Bank of America, 35 N.E.3d 765 (MA 2015). IRA beneficiary 
designation was completed with the assistance of an employee at brokerage house. 
Unfortunately 65% of the IRA was designated to a person whose identity is 
completely unknown to the family and the parties. The court applied trust law to 
provide that the designation can be amended to correct a scrivener’s error. Since the 
identity was unknown for that portion of the IRA it goes to the estate. 

4. Failed POD account qualified as Totten Trust. Nelson v. State 
Employees Credit Union, 775 S.E.2d 334 (NC Ct.App. 2015). Testator called his credit 
union to create POD account. Part of the forms were mailed to testator to sign but 
not the whole form packet. The form was signed. The complaint alleged that the 
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procedures were violated and the account was invalid. But the court ruled that 
regardless of procedures, the forms and actions created a totten trust whereby 
testator had power of revocation and control but intention to hold for third parties 
at death. The ruling was upheld. 

5. Review of the trustee investment standards with an 
undiversified portfolio from the prudence standard, to prudent person to the 
prudent investor act.  JP Morgan Chase as Trustee for Alvah G. Strong Trust, et al., 
133 A.D.3d 1292 (NY App. 2015). This case relates to trusts that originated with a 
high concentration of Kodak stock beginning in 1966 and funded through 1976. The 
three trusts were diversified over several periods in different formats. The accounts 
were placed on for allowance in 2006. In each case the plaintiffs argued that the 
trusts were not diversified soon enough or timely. Because the trust accounts 
spanned over so many years, the different investment standards that applied to 
trustees over these periods were reviewed. The court examined the common law 
duty of prudence, the prudent man standard after it was adopted by statute, and 
then the prudent investor act after it was adopted. After a careful review of the facts 
of each trust, the trustees applied the proper actions of a trustee under the then-
applicable standards of trustee duty and found the trustees did not breach any 
fiduciary duty.  

6. Probate court properly ordered the sale of the LA Clippers. 
Sterling v. Sterling, 242 Cal.App.4th 185 (2015). After Donald Sterling agreed to sell 
the Clippers he tried to back out. His wife removed him as trustee of their revocable 
trust and completed the sale with an order of the probate court affirming her 
trusteeship and the terms of sale. Donald Sterling was properly removed as trustee 
because 2 physicians examined him and found him incapacitated per the terms of 
the trust (Alzheimer’s) and then the court confirmed the sale terms of the Clippers 
so the sale could be completed. 

7. Charitable oral trust in corporate form subject to fiduciary duty; 
private party can sue to enforce charitable purpose. Family Federation for World 
Peace v. Moon, 2015 WL 9433515 DC Ct. App. 2015). Charity started out as an oral 
trust. With time the charity incorporated into non-profit. The original church is the 
Rev. Moon Universalist Church. The charity managed the funds of the church. After 
many years and some family drama, where one son became leader of the church and 
another was in charge of the money organization, the money organization was not 
responsive to the church. The church sued the organization for beach of fiduciary 
duty among other things. The church argued that it is a corporation so can’t be sued 
as a charitable trust. The court ruled it can be sued as a charitable trust even though 
it was a corporation as it started as an oral trust and remains charitable. But more 
notable is that although the attorney general normally represents public interests, 
there are exceptions that allow private individuals to sue. The private party can sue 
if there is a “special interest” in the private party. Because the charitable money 
organization is supposed to serve and be accountable to the church, the church has a 
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special interest in the outcome of the litigation so the church was allowed to pursue 
the litigation. 

8. Trustees owned entities. The entities adopted conduct based criteria 
for distributions from the entities. The trust beneficiaries sued alleging everything, 
but basically that the Trustees breached fiduciary duty to beneficiaries. Duties to 
partners was applicable criteria and not trust duties. Rollins v. Rollins, 780 S.E.2d 
328 (GA 2015). This case can be referred to as Rollins IV as there were several other 
appeals cases on this matter. At the heart is that conduct based criteria were 
adopted by the entities owned by a trust before distributions would be made. The 
beneficiaries appealed. The courts got caught up in determining which applicable 
fiduciary duty to apply: trustee fiduciary duty, partner duty, managing partner duty, 
duty to beneficiary, duty to fellow partners.  The supreme court found that the duty 
of partners to fellow partners applied as it relates to the conduct based criteria 
adopted by the partnerships. 

9. No self-dealing by leasing to tenant whose child was married to 
trustee’s child; legal description was not needed on annual account. Trust 
under Will of Baumgart, 868 N.W.2d 568 (SD 2015). The trust originally had a 
sharecrop lease with tenant. The trust changed to cash-rent basis. One of the 
beneficiaries did not like that so challenged the accounts. Among the complaints is 
that the trustee’s son married the renter’s daughter. That was claimed to be self-
dealing. Under SD stat. 55-4-1, 55-4-13 the relationship here did not create affinity 
by blood prohibited by statute. Also, it was not necessary to list the legal description 
of real estate on an account to properly disclose the administration of the trust. 

10. Trust was amended to reduce taxes over the objections of the 
county. Larson v. County of Monterey, 2015 WL 7185021 (Cal. Ct. App. 2015). Trust 
beneficiaries wanted to amend a trust from a life estate to a 15 year term estate so 
that taxes could be reduced. The county objected arguing it will deprive the county 
of taxes and was not necessary for the trust. After taking testimony and evidence the 
court determined that the trustor had no interest in paying taxes and nothing 
indicates that the trust was intended to benefit the county with taxes so the 
amendment was allowed. 

11. Decanting trust to Pooled Income Fund that excluded prior 
remainder beneficiaries was breach of duty and remanded. Harrell v. Badger, 
171 So.3d 764 (FL Ct.App. 2015). Adopted son was primary beneficiary of a trust 
with 2 remainder beneficiaries. The trustee decanted the trust into a pooled income 
fund without telling the remainder beneficiaries. The pooled income trust is 
retained by the fund when the beneficiary dies. The remainder beneficiaries 
objected to this and other trustee actions. The court found the trustee breached its 
duties and the decanted trust was invalid. 

12. Court can restrict trustee and attorney fees for charitable trust. 
Trust Created by Will of Marion A. Peeples, 37 N.E.3d 502 (IN Ct.App. 2015). The 
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administrators of the scholarships funded by a charitable trust sought to become 
trustee of the trust. The court appointed the foundation as trustee of the charitable 
trust but it limited the fees to 1.5% of trust assets and limited the hiring of attorneys 
and payment of fees to be subject to court order. The charity appealed and the 
attorney general appeared to protect the public interest. The court found that the 
restrictions imposed by the district court are reasonable and limitation of fees is 
reasonable supervision of the trust. 

13. Determination whether promissory note was a trust asset was 
not proper for summary judgment. Rooks v. Robb, 871 N.W.2d 468 (ND 2016). 
Trustee officer at the bank signed an affidavit saying a promissory note signed by 
the defendant was assigned to the revocable trust. But the affidavit did not state any 
facts to show personal knowledge that the note was assigned to the trust. It only 
said he was an officer of the bank and that the note was in the trust. No facts 
showing chain of title or the actual transfer. The summary judgment was reversed 
as the facts needed to be heard by a jury. 

14. Charitable trust could not be modified to save money. Cy-Pres 
and Equitable Deviation reviewed. Estate of Girard, 2016 WL 243664 (PA 2016). 
Charitable trust established in 1831; the trust is to provide for residence and 
education of poor boys. The trustees believed that if the trust continues at its 
current pace that the trust would eventually run out of money. The trust petitioned 
the court to substantially alter the residential services provided by the trust. But 
such a change was not a “non-substantive detail of administration” that could be 
changed by the administrative deviation doctrine. Also, the providing of educational 
services was not impractical, impossible or illegal, so it could not be altered by cy 
pres. The equitable remedies for a charitable trust did not justify changing the trust 
just because the trust is losing money. 

15. Trust could not be modified to please the beneficiaries. In re Trust 
Under Will of Flint, 118 A.3d 182 (DE 2015). The trust was created by a will back in 
1934. The trust was modified a few different times over the years and changed 
jurisdictions. The trust is heavily concentrated in 3M stock. The beneficiary and 
remainder beneficiaries want to change the trust to a directed trustee format. All 
parties agreed. But the court found that just because the beneficiaries want it, that 
does not make the amendment proper. 


